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About This Game

Take a role in a caroonish styled FPS multiplayer game. Choose among 5 characters and bunch of weapons and play Head Shot
online with friends and strangers.

Features:
-5 classes (Assault, Sniper, Engineer, Medic, Machine Gunner);

-Various types of weapons including Assaults, Equipments, Machine Guns, Pistols, Rocket Launchers, Shotguns and Snipers;
-Vehicles;

-Different game modes (currently Death Match and Team Death Match)

Planned features:
-More weapons;

-More game modes;
-More items and various other content that will bring more fun into the game.

-Open chest system and various other stuff...

More features coming soon.
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Title: Head Shot
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Indie Game Group
Publisher:
Indie Game Group
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 , 8.1 , 10

Processor: 2 GHz Dual-Core 64-bit CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1 GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,Russian,Turkish,French,Italian,Polish
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magnet magnet magnet. Controls are garbage. Dear god, the controls and steering are horrible. Always feels like you're out of
control.. Refund incoming!. E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I recommend this DLC. It is free so there is not really a reason to skip it. It adds a few nice customization options and I
especially like the scope reticle.. Nice story, lot's of details, Accounting-like humor. Quality game.. Everytime I open it I need to
do my password for a prompt, and it just says "Please wait...". Please, just download it from the website.
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There was a game back in the late 00s called Cut It. It was better. It was free. It was entertaining and it allowed you to create
your own levels. It had better physics due to having non-cubic objects. It wasn't 3D, but do you really need 3D in this game?

1. You can't pick a level to play. You always start from the beginning.
2. The design is awful. That gray background is very inspiring.
3. The game is bugged too. The descrition says "do so all the white appeared on the platform". But once red cubes appear your
only goal is to drop off red cubes. Even if whites are not on the platform, "you're winner".
4. "Puzzles" are way too easy.
5. When you fail it says game over. But the game isn't over. Game over screen is not even relevant in a game like this.
6. The restart button is on the top right of the screen. When you get both red and white cubes on the platform with no turns, the
game doesn't end and you have to press the restart button at the edge of the screen. But when you get the game over screen,
restart button jumps in the middle. This is some ridiculously awful UI design.

I guess I spent too much time writing this review, probably even more than the dev spent writing this game. Hey, 80% positive,
who are you, dev's friends and relatives?. Only real complaints are a few incidences of bugginess when it came to some of the
army members that emerge to combat you, but the creator knows how to make fun gameplay. The climbey system with king
kaiju concept works fantastically, the sense of scale and the mechanics are fun, and the dialogue from the scientist character and
individual\u200b humans is cheesy but definitely adds a little personality to the experience. Maybe with a little more style or a
coat of paint, it would be perfect, but it feels good as is right now.. I can not recommend this game, on the other hand I can not
not recommend this game. It's... complicated.
Before I start explaining, let me link this XKCD[imgs.xkcd.com] comic.

X-COM interceptor is a bad game, but in some peculiar way, enjoyable. Put simply: it's so bad it's good.
I can not in good faith recommend it, because it's bad, on the other hand I can't not recommend it, because it's possible that you
may enjoy it.

On strategic side, it's a typical X-COM styled game, adapted to specific environment. You build bases, expand them with
modules, research techs (story-wise you download them from Galactic Science Corps, gameplay wise it's just like research in
every other such game), you hire pilots, buy craft, weapons and equipment, and send them to intercept UFOs.

Combat is centred about classic dogfighting, with "air drag", max speed and other such elements which are staple of oldschool
dogfighting, but make no sense in space. Not that it's unusual for "space" flight sim, a lot are guilty of that and it's not
necessarily a bad thing.
Word of warning, combat is very fast paced, so fast that it takes some time to get used to. That's not a problem though, your
wingmen are very capable and will win fights for you, until you start carrying your own weight.

That's about facts, but what makes it enjoyable?
Hard to say, attempts at humour are corny, reading "news from Earth" will make you groan or facepalm, interface is clunky
because it pretends to be retro-futuristic in-universe screens/displays, combat repetitive and simplistic which leaks into strategic
layer also making it simplistic.
Still, campaign is short, individual missions rarely take more then minute, big chunk of which is "fly in", and "hyperspace out"
animations, and this is probably what saves Interceptor: it's too short to bore you (too much).

All in all, it's very subjective, I give negative review because it's bad, but I did enjoy it in a way, maybe you will too?

Side note: there's a bug that makes enemy installations impossible to kill, it's solved in unofficial .exe patch, but launching
Interceptor with this exe prevented Steam from properly logging my playtime, hence so low value - contrary to what Steam says,
I did play game from start to end.. This game is one big bag of WTF, but not the good kind.. Review Update]
So my play time now sits at 30 hours +
When the English patch dropped, I erased my save file and started from scratch. Since then, I've only found myself enjoying the
game more. The new gameplay mechanics (special abilities, squad attacks, universal squad command, character upgrade skills
etc) takes what made the first game good and then amplifies it.
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Sure, you can hack away at a titans nape until you get the kill, but if you learn the control scheme and get familiar with how the
ODM works, being able to swing freely while targeting, then you can have your team take off a titans arms and legs while you
position yourself for a single perfect killing blow thanks to that "Chase Down" skill you've equipped.

Or maybe you want to equip a long blade and keep Petra or Nanaba in your team? Take off both legs with the long blade and
buddy up with Petra or Nanaba to remove both arms at once, then go in for a capture attack!

The home base stuff is great. Lots of time with the characters definitely makes you care more about them, as they grow closer
together as a band of soldiers, so to does your character grow more fond of them. You will learn a vast array of new skills from
the cast, all of which open up new play styles that reward the cautious, the ambitious or the risky player.

I'm at 46% story completion and 7% scouting mission completion and there's no sign of me growing bored yet. The variety of
play styles ensures that I never get bored.

Performance is still fine on my end, you can see the specs below should you be curious.

[Original early review]
There's no English, French, German, Italian, or Spanish language support until the 20th of March, but with that aside, this game
is a blast. A definite improvement over the first game, which was excellent to if you're a fan.
I don't have an incredible PC, Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6400 CPU @ 2.70GHz (4 CPUs), ~2.7GHz, 8GB Ram, NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1050, but the performance is excellent thus far. Constant 60 until things get REALLY busy. Meaning multiple titans and
NPCs with crumbling buildings and smoke in the air. Then it will go to 45-50, but no lower. Fine for me and people with better
equipment will likely get better performance.

New mechanics, improved old mechanics and refined ODM controls on top of squad commands and squad specific traits have
already won me over. I put 132 hours (at last count) into the first game, and I'll probably do the same if not more in this game
thanks to its expanded base mechanics and character interactions.. Was uncomfortable. Good story. Would experience again..
This is a rare type of game: a single-player strategy game. I highly recommend this game to people who love strategy games. It's
a little hard to learn, but is rather simple to play once you know how it works. I don't know if I can call it "deep" yet (maybe I
haven't played it enough), but it's definitely challenging and you won't always win.

It's a very barebones game. There's only the tutorial, an options menu, and the one game mode that has you fighting to earn
enough victory points within a certain number of turns. The number of victory points required increases and the turn limit
decreases everytime you win, so the game remains consistently challenging.

I think strategy buffs will pick this game up very quickly. I can't yet speak on how many hours of enjoyment they might get out
of it before they feel like they've learned it all.
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